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Abstract

Rotator cuff injury is the leading cause of shoulder pain. Hyperlipidemia is responsible in depositing lipids in tendons and reduce the healing upon injuries or tears. In this study, we created rotator cuff injury and repair models in swine and studied the changes in biomechanical properties of infraspinatus tendons in hyperlipidemic swine. The infraspinatus tendons from control group, hyperlipidemic injury and repair group of animals were collected and tested ex-vivo. The ultimate tensile strength (UTS) and modulus of elasticity increased in the tendons from the contralateral side on both the injury and repair models were higher than the injury side. The presence of large number of fibrous tissues in the surgical site of repair and increased water content was observed in addition to the fatty infiltration which would have contributed to the decreased mechanical properties of the injured tendons following repair. Meanwhile the tendons of the contralateral side in both the injury and repair model showed adaptation to chronic load as observed in the modulus and viscoelastic properties. This is a pilot study that warrants detailed investigation in a larger sample size with longer duration following tendon injury and repair to gain better understanding on the effect of hyperlipidemia in the healing of rotator cuff tendon injury.
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Introduction

Rotator cuff tear is the most common shoulder disorder and may be symptomatic or asymptomatic. The prevalence and failure of surgical repair of rotator cuff is on the rise with a failure rate of surgical repair up to 20-94% [1-3]. Age, physical activities, diabetes, smoking, body weight and chronic injuries are the factors that affect the effective healing of rotator cuff injuries. Hyperlipidemia has its enduring association with rotator cuff injury and its impact in reduced healing, but the mechanism is largely unknown [4,5]. Hyperlipidemia decreases the effective outcome of the treatment procedures and renders inadequate healing [5,6]. Injury or tear to the rotator cuff tendon disrupts the function of tendon in transmitting the load from muscles to bones leading to pain and impaired mechanical function [3]. Hyperlipidemia causes the infiltration of lipids into the tendons and with increasing age led to reduced mechanical properties of the tendons [7].

To understand the changes in mechanical properties associated with pathological conditions ex-vivo testing of tissues are important to develop biomaterials and treatment strategies [8]. Since clinical outcomes are not consistent in bringing out the association between hyperlipidemia and rotator
cuff tendon injuries and its healing, translational studies are required to understand the prognosis of tear/injury and the treatment outcome [9,10].

In this study we report the changes in mechanical properties of infraspinatus tendon of the rotator cuff of hyperlipidemic swine that underwent rotator cuff injury with and without repair surgery. Our goal was to study the differences in biomechanical properties of the infraspinatus tendon ex-vivo for the injury and repair model of hyperlipidemic swine. Hence, we have not included exercise and physical activities in our study to emulate the normal rotator cuff injury and repair under the influence of hyperlipidemia.

Materials and Methods

Tendon tissue collection and preparation

The Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC) of Western University of Health Sciences, Pomona, CA, USA approved the experimental research protocol (R221ACUC034).

Seven female Yucatan miniswine (Sus scrofa), 26-30 kg, 30-wks old, were purchased from Premier bioresources, CA, USA. Swine were acclimatized to 12/12 hours of light-dark cycle. Three swine were fed twice every day with either regular pig diet (Group I - control) and four swine were fed with high-cholesterol-high-fat diet to develop hyperlipidemia [11,12]. Rotator cuff injury (Group II - injury) was made on two hyperlipidemic swine and the other two hyperlipidemic swine had tendon injury and repair by Mason-Allen suture technique (Group III – injury + repair).

Briefly, under general anesthesia the incision was made on the left shoulder and the infraspinatus was exposed and braided nonabsorbable polyethylene was placed through the infraspinatus tendon and the tendon was surgically detached from the greater tuberosity. For the repair model (Group-III) the detached tendons were repaired with Mason-Allen suture technique, while the injury model (Group-II) the detached tendon with suture was left as such for identification. After surgery the incision was sutured to close the wound. After recovery from anesthesia the swine were moved to pen and medication for pain management was administered for 3 days or till the animals shows no signs of pain. The swine were allowed to move freely in the pen without restriction of movements and diet as described above.

After 8 weeks the animals were sacrificed, and the infraspinatus tendon tissues of the rotator cuff were collected from the surgical injury side (IS) and the contralateral side (CS) of the hyperlipidemic swine and the control swine. The tissues were wrapped in tissue paper pre-soaked with PBS and stored at -80°C until the day of testing. On the day of testing the tendon tissues were thawed using a two-step protocol: (i) 4 h at 4°C, and (ii) 2 h at room temperature [13]. After thawing, two equal pieces from the tendon core were manually cut using scalpel blade. The cut pieces were approximately 55 mm in length for tensile testing and Dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA) and kept at 4°C to maintain the freshness of tissue until testing. The tendon tissues at the repair site of the repair model had dense fibrous tissue and that made the extraction of the tendon more difficult than the injury side of the injury model.

Tensile testing

The tensile testing was conducted on 3 tendons from group I control animals, 4 tendons (2-CS and 2-IS) from group II, 4 tendons (2-CS and 2-IS) from group III were and compared the tensile strengths in 8 tendons (4-CS and 4-IS) from both group II and group III animals. Approximately 55 mm of the tendon core were cut, and the length, width and thickness were measured using digital vernier caliper. The smaller dimensions were used in calculating the cross-sectional area. The tendons were secured in between sandpaper and mounted using the tension grips on to TA Electroforce 3300 (TA Instruments, New Castle, DE, USA) equipped 1000 N load cell. The gauge length was 30 mm. The samples were preconditioned using for 10 cycles at a frequency of 1.0 Hz between 0 and 10 N under load control [14]. Following the preconditioning the tendon tissue samples were ramped to failure at a crosshead speed set to 100μm/s while recording the force and displacement continuously. Failure was defined as the decrease in load below 20% of the maximum load. The engineering stress (ζ) and engineering strain (ε) were determined, and the stress-strain curve was plotted. The modulus of elasticity (E) was obtained from the slope of the linear region of the stress-strain curve. The ultimate tensile strength (UTS) and the strain at failure were also calculated [15,16].

Dynamic mechanical analysis

For dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA) 3 tendons from group I control animals, 4 tendons (2-CS and 2-IS) from group II, 4 tendons (2-CS and 2-IS) from group III were used and compared the DMA in 8 tendons (4-CS and 4-IS) from both group II and group III animals. The tendons were secured in between sandpaper and mounted using the tension grips on to TA Electroforce 3300 (TA Instruments, New Castle, DE, USA) equipped with 1000 N load cell. An initial load of 2.0 N was applied to remove the slack and the gauge length was recorded. The tendon tissues were preconditioned with 10 cycles at a frequency of 1.0 Hz between 0 and 10 N under load control. Sinusoidal loading between 10 N and 20 N was applied and two frequency sweep was performed at (i) 0.2 Hz to 2.0 Hz with an increase in frequency of 0.2Hz until 2 Hz, and (ii) 1 Hz to 41 Hz with increase in frequency of 10 Hz until 41 Hz. Throughout the testing, the samples were kept immersed in PBS at room temperature to prevent excess

drying. The viscoelastic properties, dynamic modulus ($E^*$), storage modulus ($E''$), loss modulus ($E'''$), and damping ability ($\tan \delta$) were calculated and recorded by the machine [13,14].

**Water content**

The water content of the tendon core (10 mm length, 3-4 mm width and thickness) was calculated based on the weight of tendon tissues before ($W_{\text{wet}}$) and after drying ($W_{\text{dry}}$) for 72 hours at 40°C [13]. The samples were weighed using analytical balance with the resolution of 0.01 mg. The water content was calculated using the below formula:

$$\text{Water content} = \frac{W_{\text{wet}} - W_{\text{dry}}}{W_{\text{wet}}} \times 100$$

**Histology**

Tendon tissue samples were fixed with 10% buffered formalin for 72 hours, processed, embedded in paraffin, and 7 µm thick sections were obtained. The sections were stained with hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) and analyzed for cellularity, ECM organization, and tendon alignment.

**Statistical Analysis**

The statistical analyses of the data between the control group (Group I; $N=3$) and the contralateral side uninjured tendon of the hyperlipidemic swine (Group II and III, $N=4$), injured (Group II, $N=2$) and injured followed by repair in hyperlipidemic swine (Group III, $N=2$) were performed by unpaired Student t-test for UTS, modulus of elasticity, percent failure strain, and water content. The statistical analysis for dynamic mechanical analysis was performed using two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) using GraphPad Prism 9.5.1 software. The p-value of < 0.05 was considered statistically significant.

**Results**

**Tensile strength**

The ultimate tensile strength (UTS), failure strain percentage, the modulus of elasticity ($E$), and water content are shown in Figure 1. The UTS of the tendon form the contralateral side was higher on both the injury model (group II) animals and the repair model (group III) animals (Figure 1A). These values were higher than injury side (injury model and repair model) and the control swines, but the values were not statistically significant. The tendons of the contralateral side had significantly higher elastic modulus than the repair model (Group III) animals. These values were also higher than injury side (injury model and repair model) and the control swines, but the not statistically significant (Figure 1B). The modulus of elasticity of the tendons on the injury side of the repair animals were lower than the control group of animals. The tendons on the injury side of the repair model (group III) had significantly higher failure strain percentage than the contralateral side and injured tendons (group II). Whereas the failure strain percentage of the uninjured tendons of the contralateral side was significantly lower than the control group of animals (Figure 1C).

**Water content**

The water content of the tendon tissues is shown in Figure 1D. The injury side tendons of the repair model (group III) animals had the highest water content among the tested tendons which is significantly higher than the control group of animals. No significant difference in water content was observed among the other groups.

**Dynamic mechanical analysis**

The viscoelastic properties recorded at low frequencies are shown in Figure 2. The dynamic modulus and storage modulus increased with increased increase in frequency at the tested low frequencies while the loss modulus and...
the damping ability reduced with increasing frequencies. The dynamic modulus and storage modulus of the tendons on the contralateral side of the injury model (group II) and repair model (group III), were higher than control group of swines but were not statistically significant (Figure 2A,2B). The loss modulus and damping ability (Tan δ) did not show any significant difference between groups (Figure 2C,2D). The viscoelastic properties recorded at higher frequencies are shown in Figure 3. The dynamic modulus and storage modulus increased with the increase in frequency for all the tested tendons (Figure 3A,3B). Loss modulus and damping ability decreased initially at low frequencies and increased with increase in frequencies (Figure 3C,3D). The differences in viscoelastic properties at the respective frequencies were not statistically significant.

Figure 3: Viscoelastic properties of the tendon tissues at higher frequencies. (A) dynamic modulus (E*), (B) storage modulus (E'), (C) loss modulus (E'') and (D) damping ability (Tan δ). Control indicates the group of swine that received normal diet and no surgery. Surgery CS indicates uninjured tendon from contralateral side of swine that underwent either injury or injury + repair surgery. Injury IS indicating tendon from injury side that underwent injury. Injury + Repair IS indicating tendons from injury of swine that underwent Injury + Repair surgery.

Histology

The representative images of H&E staining of the tendon tissue are shown in Figure 4. The tendons of the control group had cells with elongated nucleus, tenocytes among
Figure 3: Viscoelastic properties of the tendon tissues at higher frequencies. (A) dynamic modulus ($E^*$), (B) storage modulus ($E'$), (C) loss modulus ($E''$) and (D) damping ability (Tan δ). Control indicates the group of swine that received normal diet and no surgery. Surgery CS indicates uninjured tendon from contralateral side of swine that underwent either injury or injury + repair surgery. Injury IS indicating tendon from injury side that underwent injury. Injury + Repair IS indicating tendons from injury of swine that underwent Injury + Repair surgery.

Figure 4: Representative image of tendon histology (H&E). (A) Control, (B) Surgery CS, (C) Injury IS, (D) Injury + Repair IS. Control indicates the group of swine that received normal diet and no surgery. Surgery CS indicates uninjured tendon from contralateral side of swine that underwent either injury or injury + repair surgery. Injury IS indicating tendon from injury side that underwent injury. Injury + Repair IS indicating tendons from injury of swine that underwent Injury + Repair surgery. The images were acquired in 20x magnification.
the longitudinally arranged collagen fibers and extracellular matrix (ECM) was observed to be intact. The hyperlipidemic (group II and group III) animals were presented with the presence of fat infiltration, inflammatory cells, and actively dividing cells with rounded nucleus. We could observe clusters of inflammatory and dividing cells on the injury side of the repair model (group III) than the contralateral side of the repair model. The injury model (group II) had presented with less inflammatory cells in the injury side than the contralateral side but had fatty infiltration. Even though there were inflammatory cells and fatty infiltration, the tendons of the contralateral side had a better ECM organization than the injury side which was similar to the control group.

Figure 4: Representative image of tendon histology (H&E). (A) Control, (B) Surgery CS, (C) Injury IS, (D) Injury + Repair IS. Control indicates the group of swine that received normal diet and no surgery. Surgery CS indicates uninjured tendon from contralateral side of swine that underwent either injury or injury + repair surgery. Injury IS indicating tendon from injury side that underwent injury. Injury + Repair IS indicating tendons from injury of swine that underwent Injury + Repair surgery. The images were acquired in 20x magnification.

**Discussion**

Hyperlipidemia is associated with depositing lipids in between the tendons by intercalating between the collagen fibers [2], and reduces the healing of rotator cuff injuries [4,5]. We created rotator cuff injury in swine (injury model) and injury plus repair in other swine (repair model) and analyzed the biomechanical properties of the tendons 8 weeks post-surgery. The tendons of the injury side of the repair model had lower UTS and modulus of elasticity and higher failure percent strain indicating the impaired function and physiologically weak tendon than the tendon of contralateral side or the control swine. These values were in concurrence with previous studies [17]. The decrease in the modulus of elasticity in the repair model shows that the tendons have become more elastic. Mechanical properties vary with the location of tendon tissue. For instance, UTS of human Achilles tendon is 2258 ± 507 N and for patellar tendon is 5000N [18]. We have chosen the same tendon site, the infraspinatus tendon at the insertion to the grater tuberosity for the injury model and the repair model. We observed a dense fibrous tissue formed at the insertion and around the tendons in the injury side of the repair model. These tissues thicken and form a scar tissue that never regain the biomechanical properties even after many years [19]. The presence of actively dividing and inflammatory cells indicates that the tendon is undergoing remodeling. The tendons of the hyperlipidemic animals had fatty infiltration and disorganized ECM which is inconcurrence with our earlier studies. Injury, fatty infiltration, and remodeling tendons have active recruitment of dividing cells and inflammatory cells [4,11,20-22].

The tendons of the contralateral side in the injury model and repair model had less fatty infiltration and had better organized ECM than the injury side. This could be because the tendons on the contralateral side being subjected to more loads than normal that mimics the dynamic loading regimes [19]. Meanwhile the presence of fibrous tissues would hinder the transfer of loads to the tendons and eventually act as a large tissue mass and the force transferred through the tendon tissue would have been reduced to a large extent. The tendons respond in accordance with loading regimes. In a previous study on rat models the supraspinatus tendons had shown increase in tensile strength and elastic modulus with increase in the loading regimes but had lowered tensile strength with low loading regimes [23].

In our study the collagen fibers infiltrated with fat and fibrous tissues would have further weakened the inter-collagen bonds that are responsible for the tensile strength and elastic modulus by the aid of collagen fiber sliding to each other. Moreover, it would increase the cross-sectional area of load transfer and effectively reduce the load on the tendons. It is understood that the modulus is calculated from the linear portion of the stress-strain curve where the inter-molecular sliding is the major force contributing the stiffness of the tendons [15,16]. This phenomenon is expected in fatty infiltration, but as the age increases the inter-collagen bonds which are divalent mature to form trivalent bonds and stabilizes the mechanical properties [24-27].

The viscoelastic properties, tensile strength, and modulus of elasticity of the tendons on the contralateral side showed higher values than the control tissues. Post surgeries the contralateral side are subjected to higher loads due to the weakening of the tendons on the injury side (injury model and repair model) and this characteristic is similar to the chronic adaptation of the tendons to loads regimes [23]. This could be the reason for increased mechanical properties of the tendons in the contralateral side. On the other hand, the increased water content could be a contributing factor in the decrease in modulus of elasticity of the repair tendon [14]. This increase in water content could be due to the fibrous tissues and the disorganized ECM complex. The viscoelastic properties of soft tissues increase with decrease in water content of the tissues [14]. We collected the tendon tissues from approximately 38 weeks old swine and hence we could rule out the effect of age on decreased biomechanical properties.

The biomechanical properties decrease with increase in age [28-30]. Our study showed the decrease in biomechanical properties on the injury side of the infraspinatus tendon of hyperlipidemic swine compared to the normal swine and an increase in the biomechanical properties in the infraspinatus tendons of the contralateral side of the injury. Further...
investigation is warranted with statistically significant number of animals, longer time duration, and analysis of injury models on swine with normal diet, which would reveal the relationship between hyperlipidemia, healing of injury, and the changes in ex-vivo biomechanical properties. This would give insights in deeper understanding and help in developing new avenues of treatment approaches and biomaterial development.

Limitations

In this pilot study, we have only two animals in each of the injury and repair mode. The mechanical properties vary with variation in physical activities and subject to individual variation. The measurement of extension was calculated from the crosshead displacement of clamps to compute the strain values. Measurement with video extensometer would have been more accurate in the analysis. Additional studies in a larger sample size of experimental animals and longer time duration are required to get deeper understanding between the biomechanical properties and hyperlipidemia following tendon injury and repair.

Conclusion

This study provided the pilot data on changes in the biomechanical properties of the infraspinatus tendons in hyperlipidemic swine that underwent injury and repair. Hyperlipidemia and fibrous tissue around the injury site could have been the factor for decreased modulus of elasticity and viscoelastic properties in swine on the injury side. However, long-term studies with larger sample size of experimental animals are required.
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